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With Athena, you can do visual 
searches….. 



For example, you can search for 
birds and find Messiaen’s music. 



What we wanted in a new ILS: 
 Better search functionality & user friendliness 

 Patron self-renewal feature 

 Acquisitions module 

 Ability to create customized item locations 

 System-generated overdue and fines notices 

 To separate our 2 libraries by collection for future use 

 Hosting by vendor & good tech support 

 Ability to create an abundance & variety of reports 

 Something that was affordable for our budget 



Migration Schedule 
 

 

The project began on Feb. 11 and we went 
live on June 9, 2010! 
 

 



 
 
 
What Was Involved in the 
Project Plan? 

 

 Extract and transfer of bib/items and patron data for 
test load (us) 

 Data analysis  (LibLime) 

 Share item/patron analysis documents (LibLime) 

 Finalize item/patron mapping (us) 

 Configure loading programs (LibLime) 

 Test load bib/item and patron data (LibLime) 

 System adminstration overview (both) 

 

 

 



Project Plan cont.  

 Review test data (us) 

 Set up OPAC URL/customize (both) 

 Sign-off on test loads (us) 

 On-site training (both) (on phone!) 

 Finalize loading programs (LibLime) 

 Cataloging/patron cut-off (us) 

 Extract and transfer of bib/item and patron data for 
production load (us) 

 Production load of bib/item and patron data 

 Sign-off and go-live 



 
Who Was Involved? 
 
 

 From LibLime/PTFS: the Project Manager, the Data 
Migration Specialist, the OPAC Interface 
Customization Specialist, and the LibLime/PTFS 
Trainer. 

 

 

 



Item & Patron Data Analysis 
 We extracted and transferred to LibLime via FTP 

 All MARC bibliographic and item records  

 All patron records in .CSV format 

 No circulation, fines, item status 

 

 TWO data analyses  

 February 26, 2010 

 March 22, 2010 

 

 Results shared in Google Docs 

 

 

 

 

 

rsfoxvon
Sticky Note
MARC is easily transferred between ILSsPatron data is usually a simple tableCirculation data, however, varies greatly in how it is storedCost for Athena would have been more than the bib and patron combined, so we declined and transferred by hand.Wasn’t too much trouble – we were using item statuses to denote different storage locations, so many were resolved with Koha shelving locations.Normally, only one analysis was done.  We did some data editing after the first to fix big mistakes.  However, we asked for two, especially after we saw the mapping spreadsheets. We’ll talk more about that later…



Why analyze your data? 
 Understand how your current ILS stores item and 

patron data 

 

 Find errors, inconsistencies, and other mistakes that 
might cause your new ILS to reject data or display it 
improperly 

 

 Have the opportunity to standardize data to make 
mapping easier for new ILS 

 

 

rsfoxvon
Sticky Note
Athena Errors --  we inheirited a lot of typos from our original retro con, as well as item record information being offset by one subfield upon entry. Company entered records into Athena directly, so they must have hit the tab button one too many times -- 



Types of Patron Record Errors 

 Addresses not split up properly between fields 

 

 Invalid patron types 

 

 About 15% of patrons didn’t have e-mail addresses 

 

 Inconsistent wording in patron notes 

 

rsfoxvon
Sticky Note
We chose which fields were required, but that meant that we had to make sure that our data had those fields, otherwise, Koha would reject themCondensed Address 1 & 2 during mappingAthena had the city and state in two fields, while Koha required city and state to be in same field, so we manipulated the data in ExcelMost of these things easily identified by looking at the .CSV file in Excel 



Types of MARC Errors 

 

item & patron analysis.xls
rsfoxvon
Sticky Note
GO TO FILE!!!!!!Athena had no validation, so we started out with bad leader data during the retro conWe fixed these errors easily enough after the first data analysis.  LibLime could provide us with the barcode numbers of the items in question, so these were edited quickly.Barcode Errors – not errors, but things that were inconsistentItem Record Problems…We didn’t really, truly know what we were getting in to until it came to actually mapping these subfields into Koha’s subfields.



 Data Migration Spreadsheet 
(from Hell) 

 Patron Record Mapping 

 

 Patron Categories 

 

 Item Record Mapping  

 

 Other Coded Values 

 

 Library Codes 

 

 Item Type Codes 

 

 Collection Codes 

 

 Shelving Location Codes 

 

Data Migration Spreadsheet before.xls
rsfoxvon
Sticky Note
Aside from the two mapping categories, which we knew would be involved, this spreadsheet contained the bulk of our decision making for the entire migration process. When we opened the spreadsheet on Google Docs, we were confronted with sheets and sheets of blank columns with one paragraph of instructions per page.



Instructions for Shelving Codes 
 This sheet is used to describe shelving location codes 

in your current system which may need to be migrated 
to Koha. Shelving location codes represent the 
physical location of the item within the library. 
Shelving codes display next to the location name in 
OPAC. They are also used for circulation and 
cataloging statistics. In the columns below please 
enter the other codes that exist in your current 
system. If the same code is to be used in Koha, enter 
that code in the Koha other code column. If you would 
like to change a code upon migration or merge more 
than one existing code into a single Koha code specify 
this different code in the Koha column.  

rsfoxvon
Sticky Note
The key to the sheets being blank was that we didn’t have any codes in Athena to pre-populate the mapping sheets!Athena was so simple, and Koha was so comparatively complex -- we had to define exactly what we wanted AND be able to provide specific values in our item records to make this happen. But, we didn’t have library codes, item types, collection codes, or shelving codes. 



 In order to complete this,  
we needed: 



And… 



Create New Data to Map 
 Used a batch editor to add codes into 852$b 

 

 Assigned one of 32 different codes to capture: 

 Circulation lengths and replacement prices 

 Icons for item types to display to patrons 

 Sections that might be transferred to storage 

 Subject collections for search limiting 

  

 

 

rsfoxvon
Sticky Note
To create new data to map!Used MARC magician – We had planned on cleaning other fields to begin with – fixing punctuation in call numbers, standardizing capitalization for REF and oversizedI edited about 5000 records per day, then these had to be overlaid by our server overnight.  Editing took 30-60 minutes per 1000 records. Overlay took anywhere from 1-3 hours for every 1000 records. This had to be done with everyone logged out of Athena.In the 852$b we assigned one of 32 different codes.  Liblime thought we were nuts, but we stand by our decision for our future possibilities



Why 32 Codes? 

rsfoxvon
Sticky Note
Collection Codes:  14 types limit searches – our patrons want to separate TBC recordings from commercial, separate study scores from chamber sets, and other designations that format just doesn’t handleLibrary codes: 2 separate out the performance library.  Item types: 23 types control circ periods, icons that are displayed to patrons, and default replacement prices.wanted to build in ability to circulate books and scores for different periods in the future, provide different replacement prices for reference books & scores vs. circulating ones, 3 different circ periods for reserves, TBC recordings have 4 formats.  Shelving locations: 28 types in computer, only 6 in patron displaylibrary is full, we remove sections and send them to storage and then shift others to fill their place.  We wanted to be able to change the display name of a code when we decided to move a section to storage.  i.e. TBC DAT tapes 



Progress on Batch Editing 

 

Data Migration Spreadsheet.xls
rsfoxvon
Sticky Note
After we did all of the batch editing and overlaying, we requested another data analysis to make sure we were on the right track.It looks better – highlighted added data Missed 8 records on adding a 852$b[Go down side strip, mention call numbers being combined] GO TO MIGRATION SPREADSHEET



Other steps… 
 Test load data, adjust mapping 

 

 Program circulation parameters 

 

 Customize OPAC and staff interfaces 

 

 Staff Training 

 

 Closed for 3 days to transfer current checkouts & fines 



 GO LIVE!  

http://bco.kohalibrary.com/


And then,  
Athena was no more… 




